surgery itself has a much longer history. It is well known that extracts from the opium poppy, Papaver somniferum, were used to dull the pain of surgery during ancient times but less well known that extracts from plants with sedative powers often accompanied them, producing primitive anaesthesia. Most of these sedative plants were members of a large botanical family, the Solanaceae. This paper describes some of them and discusses the ways in which they were administered. It also explains why, during the middle ages, these primitive techniques went out of use but how none the less they provided Shakespeare with the inspiration for some of his greatest plays. When the active principal of the Solanaceae was identified as scopolamine, it came to play a part in 20th century anaesthesia. The combination of omnopon and scopolamine lives on as a premedication, and the presence of poppy heads and mandrake roots on the arms oftoday's Association of Anaesthetists serves to remind us of the speciality's links with its past.
Seven months after the performance of the first operation under ether anaesthesia the Lancet published a short extract from a paper in a provincial French journal.' The extract was entitled "A substitute for the
Vapour of Ether to annul Sensation during Operations," and this is what it said:
At midsummer, when vegetation is at its height, Solanum nigrum, Hyoscyamus niger, Cicuta minor, Datura stramonium, and Lactuca virosa are gathered, and a sponge is plunged into their juice freshly expressed. The sponge is then dried in the sun, the process of dipping and drying is repeated two or three times, and the sponge is then laid up in a dry place.
When the sponge is required for use, it is soaked for a short time in hot water; afterwards it is placed under the nose of the person to be operated upon, who is quickly plunged into sleep. The operation may then be proceeded with without any fear that the patient has any sensation of pain. He is readily aroused from the stupor by a rag dipped in vinegar, and placed to his nose. M Dauriol records five cases in which he has successfully employed this means of bringing about insensibility during operations.2 Although described as a "new procedure," Dauriol's method was in fact based on primitive anaesthetic techniques that had been in use from before the time of Christ until well into the middle ages. Those techniques and their legacy today form the subject of this paper. still be found growing today. Apothecaries, whose roots lay firmly in the monastery, also studied and catalogued the plants they grew, and in Gerard's Herbal (1597) we find henbane's sedative powers described as follows:
The leaves seed and juice taken inwardly causeth an unquiet sleepe, like unto the sleepe of drunkennesse, which continueth long and is deadly to the party.' It was this ability of henbane to induce prolonged unconsciousness that particularly impressed the 18th century physician (and benefactor of the Chelsea Physic Garden) Sir Hans Sloane, who recorded the case of four children who accidentally ate henbane seeds. They slept for two days and two nights. ' Although not used by Dauriol, one other solanaceous plant must be mentioned, for it is associated with the very earliest attempts at anaesthesia. Mandragora officinarium, popularly known as the mandrake, grows naturally around the Mediterranean, and the plant's anaesthetic power first came to attention during the time of the Roman Empire, when a method for using wine to extract its active constituent was described by the Greek physician, Pediacus Dioscorides:
The wine of the bark of the root is to be given to such as shall be cut or cauterised. They do not apprehend the pain because they are overborne with dead sleep.'-' However, according to the writer Celsus, the Romans also knew that the anaesthetic power of solanaceous plants was increased when they were combined with extracts from the opium poppy, Papaver somniferum: The spongia somnifera The Roman Empire finally collapsed around the fifth century, and much ofour knowledge ofit today is due to the custodial work of monks in the early Christian monasteries. In one of these, the Benedictine monastery at Monte Cassino, was found early this century a ninth century method for inducing anaesthesia in the manner described by Dauriol-that is, with the aid of a sponge. According to this description, the sponge was:
Steeped in a mixture of plant juices, including those of the opium poppy, henbane and mandragora, and dried. When the sponge was moistened, the vapour it produced was ready to be inhaled by the patient.7 Although sponges were widely used during the early days of both ether and chloroform anaesthesia, the Roman spongia somnifera is most strongly remembered today for the association it had with the punishment of crucifixion. Traditionally, these sponges contained mandrake wine, which, when used for this purpose, was known as morion, or death wine, because of its ability to make victims appear dead when actually still alive. Although its mode of action is unclear, it was so effective that centurions had orders to spear the bodies of victims before releasing them.
While Medle al hem to geder, and boyle ham a lytal, and do hit in a glasen vessel, well stopped, and do ther of III spoonful to apotel of good wine....and let hym that shall be coruen, sytte agens a good fyre, make hym A similar, but fictional, account appears in a short story by the popular renaissance writer Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-75):
Now the doctor, supposing that the patient would never be able to endure the pain without an opiate, deferred the operation till the evening; and in the meantime ordered a water to be distilled from a certain composition, which, being drunk, would throw a person asleep as long as he judged it necessary."0 It was around this time that the use of these primitive techniques seems to have reached a peak, but the problems that would eventually lead to their abandonment were now becoming apparent. In his surgical textbook Chirurgia Magna, for example, the French surgeon Guy de Chauliac (1300-67) describes the soporific sponge, but then gives asphyxia, congestion, and death as complications of its use. 7 It is not hard to find reasons why such problems should have arisen. Although the potency of these extracts varied enormously-depending, for example, on the climatic conditions under which the plant had been grown and the method used to concentrate its juices-there was no method of measuring the dose actually administered. Not surprisingly, the results were highly unpredictable for, as and perhaps to Shakespeare, and now reborn as the 20th century anaesthetic technique of premedication.
In somno securitas Although less frequently prescribed today, morphine (or omnopon) and scopolamine still remain in certain situations a pharmacological partnership without equal. Furthermore, like the mandrake roots and poppy heads on the arms of the Association of Anaesthetists, the combination serves as a reminder, in this the quintacentenary year of ether anaesthesia, that the desire to alleviate the fear and pain of surgery, if not always the ability to do so in safety, has been with us since time immemorial. Today, when we think of plant based medicines, we tend to think of substances that are weak or homoeopathic, but in Shakespeare's day they would have known better. When Friar Lawrence chooses the plant from which he will make Juliet's sleeping potion, he tells us:
IN
Within the infant rind of this small flower, Poison hath residence, and medicine power.
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The physic garden is open to the public on Wednesday and Sunday afternoons from April to October.
